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Abstract - In theory, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and 
fuzzy systems can interchange their position in hybrid system, 

yet in practice each type has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. In case of ANNs, the knowledge is automatically 
acquired by the back-propagation algorithm, but the learning 
process is relatively slow and analysis of the trained network is 
difficult. Further, it is not possible to extract structural 
knowledge (rules) from the trained ANN and also not possible to 
integrate special information about the problem into the ANN in 
order to simplify the learning procedure. Fuzzy systems are more 

favorable in a sense that their behavior can be explained based on 
fuzzy rules and thus their performance can be adjusted by 
modifying the rules. But, since in general, knowledge acquisition 
is difficult and also the universe of discourse of each input 
variable needs to be divided into several intervals, applications of 
fuzzy systems are restricted to the fields where expert knowledge 
is available and the number of input variables is not large. Fusion 
of ANN and Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS) have attracted the 
growing interest of researchers in various scientific and 

engineering areas due to the growing need of adaptive intelligent 
systems to solve the real world problems[1]. ANN learns from 
scratch by adjusting the interconnections between layers. This 
paper starts with a discussion of the features of each model and 
generalizes the advantages and deficiencies of each model and 
finally implements using VHDL[2].  
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1. Introduction 
 

Neuro Fuzzy (NF) computing is a popular framework for 

solving complex problems. While neural networks have 

strong learning capabilities at the numerical level, it is 

difficult for the users to understand them at the logic level. 

Fuzzy logic, on the other hand, has a good capability of 

interpretability and can also integrate expert's knowledge. 

The hybridization of both the paradigms yields the 

capabilities of learning, good interpretation and 

incorporating prior knowledge. The combination can be in 

different forms. The simplest form may be the concurrent 
neuro-fuzzy model, where a fuzzy system and a neural 

network work separately. The output of one system can be 
fed as the input of the other system. The cooperative 

neuro-fuzzy model corresponds to the case that one system 

is used to adapt the parameters of the other system [3], [4]. 

The hybrid neural-fuzzy model is the true synergy that 

captures the merits of both the systems. It takes the form 

of either a fuzzy neural network or a neuro-fuzzy system. 

A hybrid neural-fuzzy system does not use multiplication, 

addition, or the sigmoidal function, but uses fuzzy logic 

operations such as �-norm and �-conorm.  

 
A fuzzy neural network [5] is a neural network equipped 

with the capability of handling fuzzy information, where 

the input signals, activation functions, weights, and/or the 

operators are based on the fuzzy set theory. Thus, 

symbolic structure is incorporated. The network can be 

represented in an equivalent rule-based format, where the 

premise is the concatenation of fuzzy AND and OR logic, 

and the consequence is the network output. Two types of 

fuzzy neurons, namely AND neuron and OR neuron, are 

defined. The NOT logic is integrated into the weights. 

Weights always have values in the interval [0,1], and 

negative weight is achieved by using the NOT operator. 
The weights of the fuzzy neural network can be interpreted 

as calibration factors of the conditions and rules. A neuro-

fuzzy system is a fuzzy system, whose parameters are 

learned by a learning algorithm. It has a neural network 

architecture constructed from fuzzy reasoning, and can 

always be interpreted as a system of fuzzy rules. Learning 

is used to adaptively adjust the rules in the rule base, and 

to produce or optimize the MFs of a fuzzy system. 

Structured knowledge is codified as fuzzy rules. Expert 

knowledge can increase learning speed and estimation 

accuracy. Both fuzzy neural networks and neuro-fuzzy 
systems can be treated as neural networks, where the units 

employ the �-norm or �-conorm operator instead of an 

activation function. The hidden layers represent fuzzy 

rules. The line between the two hybrid models is blurred, 
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and we call both types of synergisms as neuro-fuzzy 

systems. 

 
Neuro-fuzzy systems can be obtained by representing 

some of the parameters of a neural network, such as the 

inputs, weights, outputs, and shift terms as continuous 

fuzzy numbers. When only the input is fuzzy, it is a Type I 

neuro-fuzzy system. When everything except the input is 

fuzzy, we get a Type II model. A type III model is defined 
as one where the inputs, weights, and shift terms are all 

fuzzy. The functions realizing the inference process, such 

as �-norm and �-conorm, are usually non-differentiable. To 

utilize gradient-based algorithms, one has to select 

differential functions for the inference functions. For non-

differentiable inference functions, training can be 

performed by using EAs. The shape of the MFs, the 

number of fuzzy partitions, and rule base can all be 

evolved by using EAs. The neuro-fuzzy method is superior 

to the neural network method in terms of the convergence 

speed and compactness of the structure. Fundamentals in 
neuro-fuzzy synergism for modeling and control have 

been reviewed in [6]. 

 

 

2. Integration of Fuzzy Logic and Neural 

Networks 

 
Hybrid systems combining fuzzy logic, neural networks, 

genetic algorithms, and expert systems are proving their 

effectiveness in a wide variety of real-world problems. 

Every intelligent technique has particular computational 

properties (e.g. ability to learn, explanation of decisions) 

that make them suited for particular problems and not for 
others. For example, while NNs are good at recognizing 

patterns, they are not good at explaining how they reach 

their decisions. Fuzzy logic systems, which can reason 

with imprecise information, are good at explaining their 

decisions but they cannot automatically acquire the rules 

they use to make those decisions. These limitations have 

been a central driving force behind the creation of 

intelligent hybrid systems where two or more techniques 

are combined in a manner that overcomes the limitations 

of individual techniques. Hybrid systems are also 

important when considering the varied nature of 

application domains. Many complex domains have many 
different components of problems, each of which may 

require different types of processing. If there is a complex 

application which has two distinct sub-problems, say a 

signal processing task and a serial reasoning task, then a 

NN and an expert system respectively can be used for 

solving these separate tasks. The use of intelligent hybrid 

systems is growing rapidly with successful applications in 

many areas including process control, engineering design, 

financial trading, credit evaluation, medical diagnosis, and 

cognitive simulation. 

While fuzzy logic provides an inference mechanism under 

cognitive uncertainty, computational NNs offer exciting 

advantages, such as learning, adaptation, fault-tolerance, 

parallelism and generalization. To enable a system to deal 

with cognitive uncertainties in a manner more like 

humans, one may incorporate the concept of fuzzy logic 
into the neural networks. 

 

The computational process envisioned for fuzzy neural 

systems is as follows. It starts with the development of a 

"fuzzy neuron" based on the understanding of biological 

neuronal morphologies, followed by learning mechanisms. 

This leads to the following three steps in a fuzzy neural 

computational process :first development of fuzzy neural 

models motivated by biological neurons, second models of 

synaptic connections which incorporate fuzziness into 

neural network, third development of learning algorithms 

(that is the method of adjusting the synaptic weights)[7]. 

 

3. Types of Fuzzy Neural Systems  
 
In response to linguistic statements, the fuzzy interface 

block provides an input vector to a multi-layer neural 

network. The NN can be adapted (trained) to yield desired 
command outputs or decisions. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: The first model of fuzzy neural system. 

 

A multi-layered NN drives the fuzzy inference 

mechanism. 

 
Figure 2: The second model of fuzzy neural system. 
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NNs are used to tune membership functions of fuzzy 

systems that are employed as decision-making systems for 

controlling equipment. Although fuzzy logic can encode 

expert knowledge directly using rules with linguistic 

labels, it usually takes a lot of time to design and tune the 

membership functions which quantitatively define these 

linguistic labels. NN learning techniques can automate this 

process and substantially reduce development time and 

cost while improving performance. 
 

In theory, NNs, and fuzzy systems are equivalent in a 

sense that they are convertible, yet in practice each has its 

own advantages and disadvantages. For neural networks, 

the knowledge is automatically acquired by the BP      

algorithm, but the learning process is relatively slow and 

analysis of the trained network is difficult. Neither it is 

possible to extract structural knowledge (rules) from the 

trained neural network, nor can we integrate special 

information about the problem into the NN in order to 

simplify the learning procedure. Fuzzy systems are more 

favorable in a sense that their behavior can be explained 
based on fuzzy rules and thus their performance can be 

adjusted by tuning the rules. But since, in general, 

knowledge acquisition is difficult and also the universe of 

discourse of each input variable needs to be divided into 

several intervals, applications of fuzzy systems are 

restricted to the fields where expert knowledge is available 

and the number of input variables is small. To overcome 

the problem of knowledge acquisition, NNs are extended 

to automatically extract fuzzy rules from numerical data.  

 

Cooperative approaches use NNs to optimize certain 
parameters of an ordinary fuzzy system, or to preprocess 

data and extract fuzzy (control) rules from data. Based 

upon the computational process involved in a fuzzy-neuro 

system, one may broadly classify the fuzzy neural 

structure as feed-forward (static) and feedback (dynamic). 

 

4. Hybrid Neural Net 
 
A hybrid neural net is a neural net with crisp signals and 

weights and crisp transfer function. However, (a) we can 

combine xi and wi using a t-norm, t-conorm, or some other 

continuous operation. (b) we can aggregate p1 and p2 with 

a t-norm, t-conorm, or any other continuous function. (c)  f 

can be any continuous function from input to output.  

 

We emphasize here that all inputs, outputs and the weights 

of a hybrid neural net are real numbers taken from the unit 

interval [0; 1]. A processing element of a hybrid neural net 
is called fuzzy neuron. Following are fuzzy neurons. 

 

4.1 AND Fuzzy Neuron 

 
The signal xi and wi are combined by a triangular conorm 

S to produce 

 

pi = S(wi, xi); i = 1,2; ……………………..……1 

 

The input information pi is aggregated by a triangular 

norm T to produce the output of the neuron.  

 
y = AND(p1, p2) = T(p1, p2) = T(S(w1, x1), S(w2, x2))  

…….2 

 

So, if T = min and S = max then the AND neuron realizes 

the min-max composition 

 

y = min  {w1   x1, w2 ∨  x2}.……………..………3 

 
Figure 3: AND fuzzy neuron 

 

4.2 OR (logic) Fuzzy Neuron 
 
The signal xi and wi are combined by a triangular norm T 

to produce 

 

pi = T(wi, xi); i = 1,2. ………………………..……4 

 

The input information pi is aggregated by a triangular 

conorm S to produce the output 

 

y = OR(p1, p2) = S(p1, p2) = S(T(w1, x1), T(w2, x2))  

………5 

 
Figure 4: OR Fuzzy Neuron 
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y = max{ w1  ٨  x1;  w2  ٨ x2}; …………………...6 

 
The AND and OR fuzzy neurons realize pure logic 

operations on the membership values. The role of the 

connections is to differentiate between particular levels of 

impact that the individual inputs might have on the result 

of aggregation. We note that (i) the higher the value wi the 

stronger the impact of xi on the output y of an OR neuron, 

(ii) the lower the value wi the stronger the impact of xi on 
the output y of an AND neuron. The range of the output 

value y for the AND neuron is computed by letting all xi 

equal to zero or one. In virtue of the monotonicity property 

of triangular norms, we obtain 

 

y  [T(w1, w2), 1] ……………………….………7 

 

and for the OR neuron one derives the boundaries 

y [0; S(w1, w2)]; ………………………………8 

 

 4.3 Implication Of OR Fuzzy Neuron  
 
The signal xi and wi are combined by a fuzzy implication 

operator I to produce 

 

pi = I(wi, xi) = wi  ←   xi;          i = 1,2; ………9 

 
The input information pi is aggregated by a triangular 

conorm S to produce the output of the neuron. 

 

y = I(p1, p2) = S(p1, p2) = S(w1   ←    x1; w2  ←   x2);  

………10 

 
 

Figure 5: Implication-OR Fuzzy Neuron 

 

Though hybrid neural nets cann’t use directly the standard 

error BP algorithm for learning, they can be trained by 
steepest descent methods to learn the parameters of the 

membership functions representing the linguistic terms in 

the rules (supposing that the system output is a 

differentiable function of these parameters).The direct 

fuzzification of conventional NNs is to extend connection 

weights and/or inputs and/or fuzzy desired outputs (or 

targets) to fuzzy numbers. This extension is summarized in 

Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Direct fuzzification of neural networks 

 

Fuzzy neural 

net 

Weights Inputs Targets 

Type 1 crisp fuzzy crisp 

Type 2 crisp fuzzy fuzzy 

Type 3 fuzzy fuzzy fuzzy 

Type 4 fuzzy crisp fuzzy 

Type 5 crisp crisp fuzzy 
Type 6 fuzzy crisp crisp 

Type 7 fuzzy fuzzy crisp 

     
Fuzzy NNs (FNN) of Type 1 are used in classification 

problem of a fuzzy input vector to a crisp class [189,190]. 

The networks of Type 2, 3 and 4 are used to implement 

fuzzy IF-THEN rules. However, the last three types in 

Table 1 are unrealistic. In Type 5, outputs are always real 

numbers because both inputs and weights are real 

numbers. In Type 6 and 7, the fuzzification of weights is 

not necessary because targets are real numbers. 

 

5. VHDL Design of The Neuron 
 

It is important to design the neuron without activation 

function as common part in designing a complete neuron 

with any activation function based on FPGA[4][8]. The 

design affects the utilization ratio of the chips area and the 
processing speed directly. The structure of the neuron can 

be realized in many ways, mainly considering the degree 

of the parallel computation needed.The proposed VHDL 

structural diagram for hardware implementation of neuron 

is shown in figure 6. The structure contains two shift 

registers , one shifters hold the weights , while the other 

holds the inputs ( shift register with data load capability ) 

.This approach is appropriate for general purpose neuron ( 

i.e., with programmable weights ). It employs only one 

input to load all weights (thus saving on chip pins). The 

weights are shifted in sequentially until the register is 

loaded with its weight. The weights are then multiplied by 
the input and accumulated to produce the desired 

output[3]. 

 

 
Figure 6: VHDL structural diagram for neuron implementation. 

 

Simulation results are shown in figure 9. The neuron has 

three 4- bit input each. Since a SIGNED data 
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representation was employed, the range of the input values 

and weights runs from (-8 to 7) and the range of the 8-bit 

output runs from ( -128 to 127 ) . The first input vector 

applied to the neuron has the values p1  = 3,  p2 = 4, and      

p3  = 5, since there are three weights, three clock cycles 
are needed to shift them in, as shown in figure 9 .The 

values chosen for the weights were w3 =7, w2 =8, w1 =9. 
Note that 9 is in indeed -7, and 8 is -8 because data type 

used here is SIGNED. Consequently, the weight have been 

all loaded, the system immediately gives its output, i.e.,    

a = p1 w1 + p2 w2 + p3 w3 = (3)(-7)+(4)(-8)+(5)(7)= - 18 - 
represent as 256- 18 =238. The neuron output for the 
second input vector [6 8 2 ] is 36. (Figure 7 shows the 

RTL (register transfer level) hardware schematic circuit 

for implementing linear neuron. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: RTL of ANN 

 

 
Figure 8: Internal RTL of multiplier-Adder. 

 

 
 

Figure 9 : Hardware circuit, for implementing an 8-bit linear artificial neuron (without activation function) Timing diagram. 

 

6. Synthesis and Implementation Results 

 

As a result of Synthesis and Implementation of artificial 

neuron with three different activation function ( hardlims , 
satlins , tansig ) on a Xilinx XC3S5OOE FPGA device . 
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Table  2  give performance and resource use summary for 

all implemented 8- bit neurons. The target device is 

xc3s50-5pqr208 and Software version 9.2i. As it can be 

seen , the hardlims function require a very few hardware  

 

resource in comparison with the tansig function. The 

operation speed in all cases gives a good results and shows 

the advantages of using FPGAs in neural realization[8]. 
 

Table 2: Comparative data for the implemented artificial neurons 

Neuron Type 

Device utilization 

Hardli

ms 

satlins Tansig 

Number of Slices (4656) 9 11 39 

Number of Slices FF (9312) 8 8 8 

Number of 4 input LUT’s 

(9312) 

14 21 72 

Number of bonded IOB’s (232) 25 25 25 

Number of Multiplier (20) 3 3 4 

Number of GCLK’s (24) 1 1 1 

Time Summary    

Maximum Path Delay 16.00ns 16.76ns 35.89ns 

Maximum operating frequency 65MHz 59MHz 27.5MH

z 

 

7. Conclusion 
 

The results of this work successfully demonstrate the 

hardware implementation of artificial neuron with three 

different activation functions using Xilinx FPGA’s. This 

allows comparisons to be made between the hardware 

realizations of these neurons, which are regarded as basic 
building block of artificial neural networks. The tansig 

function approximation problem has been employed and 

demonstrates the validity of hardware implementation. 

The timing diagrams show the accuracy of the results and 

to enable comparisons with actual result. The operation 

frequency in all cases is very good and it gives a clear idea 

of the advantages of using FPGAs, since multiple modules 

can be working in parallel with a minimum reduction in 

performance due to the increased number of 

interconnections. Finally , it can be say that FPGAs 

technology and their low cost, and reprogrammability 

make this approach a very powerful option for 
implementing ANN and FIS as an alternative to the 

development of custom hardware. 
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